Committee OKs Draft Extension

WASHINGTON — The Senate Armed Services Committee approved Thursday a 60-day extension of the Gulf of Tonkin papers and passing President Nixon four recommendations for collegiate reform.

The bill, proposed to President Nixon, would give the National Guard freedom from court-martial jurisdiction. The bill has been referred to the House Armed Services Committee, which has declined to act on it.

Scherle: The Die is Cast For Vietnam Withdrawal

ожkle the broader issue of Federal and State educational policies and the role of the faculty member's responsibilities with respect to the university and the larger community.

By ALEX JOHNSON

Robert Corrigan, associate professor of English, said that the requirements "don't get down to any substantive issues." He said that the requirements would be applied to a "few" or "certain" students who are "not intelligent."

Faculty Senate Adopts Statement on Ethics

Hughes Hesitates on Resignation

WASHINGTON — Rep. James Hughes, D-Va., announced Thursday he will step down when the 88th Congress convenes next month. Hughes, who has served in Congress since 1951, indicated he would resign effective Jan. 1, 1973.

"It's a time of change," Hughes told reporters. "I have decided to resign at the end of the current session of Congress."

Hughes said he had been thinking about resigning for the past few months, but he did not announce his decision until now because he wanted to give his colleagues an opportunity to select his successor. "I am not running for re-election," Hughes said.

The Victory May Move To MacBride Field

The victory may move to MacBride Field, a suburb of Chicago, for the next few years. This move is expected to be finalized by the end of the month.

"This is a great opportunity for us," said Mayor John Belushi. "We have been working on this for a long time, and we think it's the right move for the community."

President Johnson signed a bill authorizing the construction of a new stadium in Chicago, which will be ready for the 1974 season.

"We are excited to have the victory move here," Johnson said. "This is a great addition to our city and will benefit everyone in the area."

The stadium will be built on a 70-acre site just outside the city limits. The facility will have a seating capacity of 30,000 and will feature state-of-the-art amenities.

"This is a milestone for our city," Johnson added. "We are proud to be able to provide this for our residents and visitors."

Nixon Press Talk Scheduled Thursday

President Nixon will hold a White House news conference on Thursday to discuss the upcoming war in Vietnam. The conference is scheduled to begin at 10 a.m. EST.

"I am committed to ending this war," Nixon said during a press conference Wednesday. "We will not allow this conflict to continue while I am in office."

The president promised to bring a military solution to the war, but他也表示:"The United States will not simply walk away from Vietnam. We are committed to ending this war in a way that protects American lives and interests."
Letters: ecology center opens

To the Editor:

I want to take this opportunity to express appreciation to the Daily Iowan for running my letter to the editor on May 9. I believe the Iowan has a fine eye for the human interest story.

Josephine Mitchell

To the Editor:

I am a biology student at the University of Iowa.

I would like to express my appreciation to the Daily Iowan for publishing this letter. I believe the Iowan has a fine eye for the human interest story.

Josephine Mitchell
Judge: Kotouc Not Guilty Of Assault

PT MULLINENCI Co.

...a military judge decided a jury would hear the case against Alexas D. Kotouc, an officer in the U.S. Army, who was accused of assault.

The judge also ruled that the trial could begin after a new 30-day period.

Highway Low Cost Pilots Day. deodorants. Tested to that fact. show the government's witnesses statistics, released Tuesday, of a prisoner was injured and that government's latest welfare assistance, the day.

Waferless Roll Drop Reported

For your engagement choose the finest, and protection guarantee of perfect quality permanent registration.

Pakistan Hits Indian Village: Five Killed

With a written statement, the day.

JACOB BUSTAD

WASHINGTON - The resources released public service for the year - about half that of the previous year. About $50,000 in savings.

The market was the smallest since January, declared mil. tidal and cerebral, and an increase in the number of cuts that might help U.S. forces in the war.

I introduced the element of "fair," the statement said.

in Pakistan, a group of people formed into three and exchanged a written statement between the two countries about their three-month-old relations.

The resources saved the public and military resources. About 50,000 in savings.

WASTE DISPOSAL

For your engagement choose the finest, and protection guarantee of perfect quality permanent registration.

34 Nobel Prize-winners called the University of Chicago home.

The University of Chicago is one of the world's great schools, and this year the Summer Session is open to a variety of foreign students. With a variety of courses in English, science, and social science, the University offers a unique opportunity to study in America.

PARMA NOTES

The University of Chicago Summer Session

The campus is free and students with special arrangements will be admitted.

WINOGRAD DRUESICK INC.

If you would like an opportunity to study in America this year, please contact the University of Chicago Summer Session.
New NCAA Plan May Use Parent's Income—
May Change Grant Policy
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Government Encourages Summer Labor for Youth

Young workers and their prospective employers are urged to seek wage agreements, bringing a break in the summer labor market. The Department of Labor estimates that young people will be earning about $1.30 per hour in non-farm jobs. This is $0.05 more than last year and is significantly higher than the $1.20 minimum wage set by the Fair Labor Standards Act in 1967.

The act states that the minimum wage applies to young workers employed in non-farm jobs. However, it also states that employers may offer lower wages to young workers in farm jobs. This is because the Department of Labor calculates the minimum wage based on the average earnings of workers in non-farm jobs, which are higher than those in farm jobs.

Employers are encouraged to provide young workers with a fair wage that is consistent with the fair value of their work. This will help ensure that young workers are not exploited and that they are able to earn a living wage.

ENDS TONIGHT!
Ballroom, Iowa Memorial Union
7 and 9 p.m.  Sponsored by Union Board

UI 'Environment Inventory' Taken to Find Expertise

A "sweeping inventory of environmental expertise" is being taken at the University of Iowa to find individuals with the appropriate skills to help solve environmental problems. The university has established an "Environment Inventory" to locate experts in various fields who can help address environmental issues.

The inventory is being conducted by the university's Office of Environmental Affairs, which is working with faculty and staff to identify individuals with expertise in environmental science, policy, and management. The inventory is expected to take several months to complete.

"This is a very important step in our effort to improve the university's environmental performance," said President M. J. Kuster. "We need to bring together the best minds in the country to help us find solutions to the challenges we face."
WHY PAY MORE?

It's the total that counts and at Star the total is LESS! Shop Star where you are guaranteed food for less. Remember you do NOT need a membership to get these Star savings.

President Park Predicted As Korean Election Winner

BEAVERTON, Ore. — The victorious Korean President Chun Doo-hwan Wednesday will make his first official trip to the United States, the White House announced. The trip, which will include visits to New York City and Washington, D.C., is expected to last about three weeks and will be the first official visit by a Korean president to the United States.

It Costs No More To Move With Professionals!

FREE ESTIMATES

SAFLEY MOVING AND STORAGE

LOCAL AND LONG DISTANCE MOVING

230 109 St., East — Cincinnati, Ohio 45206

"Move Safely With Safley"

Let Aero Rental Solve Your Moving Problems

Save TIME and MONEY by packing all your belongings in moving boxes and have this loaded and transported by an AERO RENTAL truck. Your belongings are handled with care and safety. No need to worry about packing or unpacking. Your movement begins on the day you call and ends with your personal satisfaction.

Power Tools Available
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FURNITURE PADS

APPLIANCE CARTS

Aero Rental, Inc.

810 Maiden Lane

Phone 330-9711

Heardings to Decide Amtrak Challenges

WASHINGTON — Two federal judges will hear next week appeals by rail passenger groups of a decision by the Surface Transportation Board to allow Amtrak to raise fares.

The board has been enjoined by federal judges to prevent Amtrak from raising fares as the winner in its bid for a third term. As Korean Election Winner Move With Chung Hee Park

Panel Hears Plans to Help Guard Buyers

WASHINGTON — Congress moved into the legislative session as the winner in its bid for a third term. The board has been enjoined by federal judges to prevent Amtrak from raising fares as the winner in its bid for a third term.